Exposure to arginine analog canavanine induces aberrant mitochondrial translation products, mitoribosome stalling, and instability of the mitochondrial proteome.
Impairment of mitochondrial protein homeostasis disrupts mitochondrial function and causes human diseases and aging, but the molecular mechanisms of protein synthesis and quality control in mammalian mitochondria are not fully understood. Here we demonstrate in human cells that misincorporation of an arginine analog, canavanine, during mitochondrial protein synthesis, induced aberrant translation products and destabilized the mtDNA-encoded proteome, leading to loss of mitochondrial respiratory chain complexes. Furthermore, in the presence of a high concentration of canavanine, mitoribosome stalling could be demonstrated. The stalling did not, however, occur at arginine codons, but downstream of those codons. In particular, two adjacent arginines induced the most prominent downstream stalling effect, with the distance between the arginine codons and the stalling peak corresponding roughly to the length of the ribosomal exit tunnel. These results suggest that misincorporated canavanine disrupted the proper folding of the hydrophobic nascent polypeptides within the exit tunnel or while being inserted into the inner mitochondrial membrane. The canavanine treatment provides a model system for studying the consequences of mitoribosome stalling and the responses to misfolded proteins exiting the mitochondrial ribosome.